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Wednesday, May 4, Christ the Bridegroom: This section begins with an Orthodox Hymn for Holy Tuesday.
Make radiant the vesture of my soul, O Giver of Light, and save me! There remains one aspect of our marriage
with Christ, however, which seemed to elude my understanding. Namely, if our relationship to Christ truly
feels romantic love for us, and if this relationship is a true marriage, where is its physical consummation? By
the point at which I was asking this question, I had already come to accept that my longing for physical union
could not be separated from my desire for spiritual and intellectual union as well, but my relationship with
God seemed only capable of existing on the spiritual and intellectual planes. How, then, were all three parts of
my being to be united in Christ? The answer to this question is more obvious if you come from a Catholic or
Orthodox background. In the sacrament of Holy Communion, we are literally partaking in taking into
ourselves the Body of Christ. His flesh becomes one with our own, just like the physical consummation of a
marriage. As I said before, this truth is perhaps more intuitive if you come from a faith background that
believes in transubstantiation because you are literally consuming the Body of Christ, but it makes sense on
the metaphorical level as well. In fact even though the great English reformer John Wesley saw communion as
purely a symbolic act, he still felt that partaking in communion had the power to save souls and thus allowed it
even to non-believers. I realize that this may be especially strange for men to contemplate, but the obvious
answer to that rhetorical question is yes. At first this seemed nearly impossible to me because I had never
thought it appropriate for me to be romantically in love with God. To me God was a father, savior, brother,
priest and confessor, but I had never before pictured him as my husband and lover in the fullest sense of the
words. I had never before considered what it would look like to be in love with him in the same sense as a
human lover. That was when I had the epiphany that Christ is the ultimate romantic hero that I had always
dreamed of meeting. He has all the virtues I yearn for in a soul mate, and He is passionately in love with me.
Who could ask for anything more? Once I had accepted the full implication of my bridehood, I began to see
the evidence of Christ the Bridegroom all around me, and to understand it more fully. The Song of Songs with
all its fleshly, passionate imageryâ€”a book whose spirituality seemed vague at best to meâ€”suddenly not
only made perfect sense, but also became one of the most beautiful books in the Bible. Looking at my own
faith tradition, I realized that the Orthodox Church places such value on the image of Christ as the Bridegroom
that they dedicate a whole day in Holy Week Holy Tuesday exclusively to that aspect of Him. The services for
Holy Tuesday focus on the Parable of the Ten Virgins, and the congregation prays that we will remain
vigilant, with hearts prepared to receive our King and our Lover. Interestingly, it is an Orthodox man who
gave us our only extended allegory of Christ as Bridegroom in fiction: Fyodor Dostoevsky , in "The Idiot. The
majority of the narrative chronicles the romantic pursuit by Prince Myshkin the Christ figure of two woman:
After all, Nastassya is so embittered, so base in some of her actions, that it seems impossible for a noble prince
to feel romantic loveâ€”that deep, abiding admiration and all-consuming passionâ€”for a person like her. Yet a
close reading of the text does not support that assertion. Even when she completely degrades herself and
involves Myshkin in her disgrace through their failed engagements, Myshkin still feels deeply enough for her
to leave everything for her once again. Although he appears less passionate and adoring near the end of the
story, his lack of zeal does not indicate any cooling of his romantic feelings for Nastassya but rather the
natural concern he feels over the dangerous course of action she persists in and her seeming mental instability.
Thus I pray the words of the Orthodox hymn for Holy Tuesday: Check out the rest of this essay at:
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Fulfilling the Urge to Merge: It is the nectar that nurtures every level of our body and our being. It is what we
seek in every form of relationship. We give "love" many names. We call it passion, romance, sex, acceptance
or approval. We believe that if we find the right "love" relationship, it will provide everything we need and
want. We are desperate in our search for love. We explore every possible way to find it. We would give
anything to get it and are willing to lose everything to have it. What makes love such a powerful force in our
lives? The Urge to Merge: When two people who are conflicted and unhappy fall in love they immediately
begin to feel the enchanting impact of love. Their internal conflicts and disharmonies instantly dissolve as they
experience the unity, intimacy and ecstasy of love. When you are in love, the boundaries between you and
your beloved naturally drop. You lose the sense of the separative ego and experience unity. Thus the
experience of love is the experience of oneness. The conflicting parts of our being begin to function in
harmony and balance, which is music to our heart and soul. This is why the loving relationship is very
consuming and keeps our attention engaged. When we are in romantic love, it gives us relief from all of our
past hurts and creates glorious dreams of the future. This profound psychological relief and extreme pleasure
make romantic love more attractive and addictive than any other escape, entertainment or hobby. The romantic
love that humans seek so desperately is an expression of and a way to fulfill our inborn, innate "urge to merge.
It is the inborn urge that instinctively seeks wholeness through the union of male and female. On a biological
level, this instinctive urge to merge is present in animals as well as in humans. The human quest for merging,
for union, our quest for love, takes place on several different levels-biological instinctual , psychological and
spiritual evolutionary. As our human consciousness evolves, we are engaged in exploring and experiencing
higher levels of love and union, with progressively deepening integration. As human beings, we have an
animal body, a human mind and divine potential. At our highest evolutionary level, humans are capable of
going beyond romantic love, engaging the heart chakra and the higher centers of consciousness to achieve the
ultimate fulfillment of our urge for union, to realize our divine potential. This evolutionary urge to merge is
what has led yogis throughout history to explore and discover ways to experience ecstasy and union. The final
stage of Ashtanga Yoga-Samadhi-is the ultimate state of ecstatic union. In the same way that the reflection of
the moon in a lake is not actually the moon, but gives us a hint of what the real moon is like, the union
experienced in romantic or sexual love is a reflection of the profound experience of union that can be achieved
through the practice of yoga. The ecstatic union that we experience in our loving relationships can provide a
foundation for the evolutionary search for the true and lasting ecstasy and unity of yoga. Love Rooted in the
Lower Chakras: The Pitfalls and Perils of Addiction to Love Ironically, this one thing that we believe will give
us the most fulfillment-love-is often what we find most elusive. At our current evolutionary stage, most human
beings seek to fulfill the instinctive urge to merge through the lower three chakras. When we are working
through the medium of duality, we create separation and conflict in the very effort of trying to create
relationship and unity. In the realm of duality, we seek all fulfillment of our innate urge to merge through
external activities or romantic relationships. We believe the source of pleasure and fulfillment exists only
outside of ourselves. The domain of duality is infested with ego-centered, separative interactions. We become
consumed by the need to receive acceptance, approval and love from the other. Because the ecstasy of love we
experience is perceived to be coming from outside, from the other, we naturally form a desire to return to it
again and again and a simultaneous fear of losing it, creating dependency and addiction. The dependency turns
into demands, expectations and manipulation. On this level, love is invariably accompanied by fear and our
experience of ecstatic union can only be temporary. For the human being, sex is not just a biological urge, but
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is always accompanied by psychological baggage. We may experience the union and ecstasy of love in the
dating stage of a relationship. But because of the accompanying attachment, expectations and dependency, we
try to manage and control the other on whom we depend to keep us in a happy, blissful state. When the other
fails to fulfill our expectations, we either blame them or try to change them. The Divine Potential of Human
Love Despite of all attempts to experience union, a relationship operating from a lower chakra dualistic level
eventually leads not only to separation from the other, but to separation and conflict within ourselves.
However, experiencing love at this level can help us discover that such love can only come from the source
within. The experience of union is what we are looking for both in the practice of yoga and in a truly loving
relationship. Love that makes you whole can only come from within. It grows through your ability to give love
and receive love, rather than to expect love. Love is not something you can get from making demands,
manipulating or controlling the loved one. The true source of love is within and you can only experience love
if you are in touch with this inner source. When the urge to merge evolves towards the heart and higher centers
of consciousness, it enters into a whole new dimension. In the heart the fourth chakra , love is not sought in
the duality dimension. When we approach relationship from the higher centers, the focus changes from
searching for love from others to connecting with the source within. Instead of demanding understanding, we
become understanding. Instead of asking for acceptance and recognition, we begin to accept and recognize the
other. Instead of asking for love, we become loving. Human love works on an exchange basis. It is given with
attachment to what I can get for what I give. It promotes separation and perpetuates conflict. Divine love is
given unconditionally, without expecting any reward in return. Pure divine love creates oneness. The Yoga of
Relationship: Discovering the Source of Union Within A relationship is like a mirror. It reflects everything we
have been avoiding. It has the power to reveal our divine potential as well as the darkest recesses of our
shadow side. Loving, intimate relationship has a tendency to stir up all our old hurts, traumas, insecurities,
fears, and control issues. When we use a loving relationship as a mirror to see who we truly are and what we
have been hiding from, we enter the process of Self-discovery that moves us toward internal integration. This
promotes healing and release of all the blocks that separate us from our higher Self as well as from our loved
ones. This is the part of a relationship that provides us with an opportunity to discover our true Self; this is the
yoga of relationship. Only a relationship that is founded primarily on the intention to see yourself with greater
objectivity and unbiased awareness will truly become an experience of the Self-discovery, unity and ecstasy of
love. To be in relationship with another is really about being in relationship with yourself. Every obstacle you
encounter in love that appears to be coming from the other is actually a reflection of what you unconsciously
harbor within. If you do not face all these obstacles with integrative awareness, the integrative power of true
love will turn into fear and resistance. It is the presence of mindful awareness that helps you overcome the
obstacles of the separative ego that keep you from experiencing the unity of love. In the truly loving
relationship, the process of Self-discovery progressively allows us to become free of ego-centered, separative
walls and promotes deeper levels of divine love. This is exactly the purpose of yoga practice: In the
Self-discovery process, either through yoga practice or a loving relationship, you encounter all that you have
been trying to avoid in yourself. This is at the core of the yoga of relationship. Whether you want to
experience the fulfillment of the urge to merge through the medium of yoga or an external relationship, you
must be committed to facing the obstacles that create conflict and division in your life, whether with loved
ones or within yourself. Relationship with others, particularly those we are closest to, is the fieldwork for
spirituality. Spiritual practice does not belong just on the yoga mat or a meditation cushion. It must permeate
every aspect of our lives, extend into every one of our experiences, from the mundane to the mystical.
Remember that the only real difference between relationship and yoga is that the ecstasy we experience in
external love is temporary, while the ecstasy and union of yoga is a permanent and profound transformative
process. The first affects only a part of your life; the second impacts the whole of your life. The first happens
in the field of duality where love occurs between you and the other. The unity sought through yoga happens
between the male and female aspects of Shiva and Shakti within. Fulfillment of the innate urge to merge can
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begin with romantic love but romantic love alone can never completely fulfill our inborn longing for union. If
your loving relationship is based on an intention for Self-discovery, it is the basis of spiritual love. We can use
our loving relationship as the foundation to explore, expand and experience the divine potential that leads to
union-the ultimate experience of yoga.
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Finding romantic fulfillment: discovering the ultimate bridegroom Insider secrets to radiant singleness: a love story with
Jesus: Giovanna's story Part two: The dangers of modern voices: the gift of singleness redefined.

Most women were fed romantic movies throughout their entire life- starting from cartoon Cinderella and
moving right on up to The Notebook. It is not surprising that most women respond in some way to romantic
words or gestures. Many men also have aspects of the romantic movie as part of their desires or sexual
repertoire. While the romantic movies we see on the big screen almost never end in explicit sexual activity, it
can take a bit of imagination to discover what romance looks like in the bedroom when it is not PG And
although certain aspects of this fantasy are unrealistic, like the idea that you will always have the exact same
kinds of transcendent feelings about someone forever. When you can see romance as a fantasy as opposed to
expecting it to be a steady-state in relationships, you can surrender into the pleasure of playing out the
romantic movie in the moment instead of focusing on the disappointment of it not being forever. In this way,
you can still experience the longing and pleasure of romance, which is about holding each other as eternally
precious and uniquely important. There is nothing wrong with wanting to feel swept up in a connection that is
profound and all-encompassing. For every type of movie, there are four basic elements that need to be
included - energy, touch , words and gestures. In working with clients whose primary fantasy is romantic we
have outlined the romantic expressions of each of these elements that are most likely to fulfill the romantic
appetite. This is what you feel in your heart when you experience the warm glow of love and connection. The
energy that comes from the heart can be adoration or admiration. It is often what people are talking about
when they refer to the feeling of falling in love. The most romantic touch is a light touch. Light touch is very
arousing to the skin and body and therefore wonderful to use as warm-up touch, regardless of the movie you
are playing out. These words have to do with beauty, preciousness, abstract sentimentality, fulfillment of
dreams, and eternal connections. Because romance goes beyond the boundaries of the sexual experience, you
can bring romance into your day-to-day life through both romantic words and romantic gestures. Romantic
gestures include sending letters, cards, emails, or texts with romantic messages and giving gifts like flowers, a
tie, chocolate, or a ring. Other romantic gestures are remembering special days like birthdays, anniversaries,
first times like the first day you kissed or the first time you met ; dressing up to go out to a favorite restaurant,
the theater, or dancing; or visiting a romantic place with beautiful views or stars. We go out to a restaurant
together and you open and close the car door and the restaurant door for me. When we leave, you put on my
coat for me. At home you light some candles, turn on some of that music that has no lyrics, and invite me to
dance. We start to sway together as you look into my eyes. You lean in and touch your lips to mine, barely
kissing me, and then you whisper in my ear how much you love me. You move behind me and hold me close
around the waist. Still dancing and swaying, I can feel your breath as you gently kiss my neck and ear. You
unzip my dress and slowly take it off of me, caressing my body as it falls to the floor. You get the picture. We
will leave the rest to your imagination as we continue to guide you in discovering your own hottest sexual
movie. If you want to hear more from what we have learned from our clients check out our new book, Making
Love Real. And stay tuned for the other popular genres. Next up, find out about Passionate Fantasies
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4: Tim Keller Quotes | www.enganchecubano.com
seibel)that many folks are discovering for the first time. Weddings the carrington, the carrington hotel is a unique historic
and romantic setting perfect as the ultimate.

By Topic By Author Tim Keller Quotes "If we get our very identity, our sense of worth, from our political
position, then politics is not really about, it is about us. Through our cause we are getting a self, our worth.
That means we MUST despise and demonize the opposition. If we get our identity from our ethnicity or
socioeconomic status, then we HAVE to feel superior to those of other classes and races. If you are profoundly
proud of being an open-minded, tolerant soul, you will be extremely indignant toward people you think are
bigots. If you are a very moral person, you will feel superior to people you think are licentious. Indeed, the
Bible does not say we should work one day and rest six or that work and rest should be balanced evenly but
directs us to the opposite ratio. Leisure and pleasure are great goods, but we can take only so much of them.
The Bible tells us that God did not originally make the world to have disease, hunger, and death in it. Jesus has
come to redeem where it is wrong and heal the world where it is broken. His miracles are not just proofs that
he has power but also wonderful foretastes of what he is going to do with that power. Jesus is pleading not so
much with immoral outsiders as with moral insiders. H wants to show them their blindness, narrowness, and
self righteousness, and how these things are destroying both their own souls and the lives of the people around
them. Bible "Each of the divine persons centers upon the others. None demands that the others revolve around
him. Each voluntarily circles the other two, pouring love, delight, and adoration into them. Each person of the
Trinity loves, adores, defers to, and rejoices in the others. That creates a dynamic, pulsating dance of joy and
love. The early leaders of the Greek church had a word for this "In sharp contrast with our culture, the Bible
teaches that the essence of marriage is a sacrificial commitment to the good of the other. That means that love
is more fundamentally action than emotion. But in talking this way, there is a danger of falling into the
opposite error that characterized many ancient and traditional societies. It is possible to see marriage as merely
a social transaction, a way of doing your duty to family, tribe and society. That is because at the heart of the
Biblical idea of marriage is the covenant. Those that fit with the reality of our nature and the world produce
greater power and scope for our abilities and a deeper joy and fulfillment. Experimentation, risk, and making
mistakes bring growth only if, over time, they show us our limits as well as our abilities. If we only grow
intellectually, vocationally, and physically through judicious constraints "Ironically, the insistence that
doctrines do not matter is really a doctrine itself. Have you sensed, through the Holy Spirit, God speaking to
you? That blessing- the blessing through the Spirit that is ours through Christ- is what Jacob received and it is
the only remedy against idolatry. Only that blessing makes idols unnecessary. That is why so many of the
most God-blessed people limp as they dance for joy. We do it for people like us, and for people whom we like.
Jesus will have none of that. By depicting a Samaritan helping a Jew, Jesus could not have found a more
forceful way to say that anyone at all in need - regardless of race, politics, class, and religion - is your
neighbor. Not everyone is your brother or sister in faith, but everyone is your neighbor, and you must love
your neighbor. I am the husband of the husbandless. I am the father of the fatherless. The Gods of moralistic
religions favor the successful and the overachievers. They are the ones who climb the moral ladder up to
heaven. But the God of the Bible is the one who comes down into this world to accomplish a salvation and
give us a grace we could never attain ourselves.
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5: Why Women Shouldn't Be Catholic Priests - Beliefnet
Traditional societies made the family the ultimate value in life, and so marriage was a mere transaction that helped your
family's interest. By contrast, contemporary Western societies make the individual's happiness the ultimate value, and
so marriage becomes primarily an experience of romantic fulfillment.

Get the daily devotional in FB messenger Just click the blue button to get started. And the unmarriedâ€¦is
anxious about the things of the Lord. How can our Christian singleness be redefined against a culture wrapped
up in sexual immorality and selfishness? We redefine singleness to be an opportunityâ€”not an obstacle. As
singles we have the opportunity and freedom to serve God with all of our hearts. He uses this time to awaken
our hearts to the impossibilities that He wants to do in and around us. We redefine singleness to be
empowering, engaging, and equippingâ€”not embarrassing. As singles we are empowered by God to engage
and equip other believers in Christ to push forward. Our ministry is bigger than us as we continue to grow in
our relationship with the Lord. Get the daily devotional in your Facebook messenger. Just click the blue button
to get started We redefine singleness to be a time of self-discoveryâ€”not self-loathing. As singles we are
discovering our spiritual gifts that impact the body of Christ. We are blessed to have the time and energy to go
wherever the Lord leads us. We redefine singleness to be a season of renewalâ€”not regret. As singles
especially those who are no longer married , we can renew our relationship with God to experience a greater
awareness of His presence over our lives. The possibilities are limitless in His will for our lives. We redefine
singleness to move us in a direction of peaceâ€”not pity. As singles we are finding peace that passes all
understanding greeting us first thing in the morning and the last thing at night. Living a life of peace is worth
more than all the precious wealth of the world. Prayer Dear Lord, I want my season of singleness to be
redefined according to Your will for my life.
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6: Jewish Lights: Cast in God's Image: Discover Your Personality Type Using the Enneagram and Kabbala
Indeed, the bridegroom allegory is the centerpiece of the novel. The majority of the narrative chronicles the romantic
pursuit by Prince Myshkin (the Christ figure) of two woman: the tragic fallen Nastassya Fillipovna, and the beautiful and
virtuous Aglaia.

Reprinted with permission of This Rock magazine. The next one is bound to change the rule! Yet the times
have often favored a female priesthood and never more so than when Christ ordained His first priests, nearly
2, years ago. Virtually all the pagan religions of His day had priestesses, and it would have been entirely
normal and natural for Him to choose women for this task. He had, moreover, a number of excellent potential
candidates, from His own Mother, who accompanied Him at His first miracle and stood with Him as He
suffered on the cross, to Mary Magdalene or the women of Bethany. Instead, He chose only men, and He
remained immovable on this, continuing right to the end to exhort and train them all, leaving thus a Church
which turned out to be safely founded on a rock. From those twelve men a direct line of apostolic succession
has given the Catholic Church the bishops and priests it has today. The Catechism of the Catholic Church sets
it out clearly, quoting the decree Inter insigniores: Only a baptized man vir receives sacred ordination. The
Lord Jesus chose men viri to form the college of the twelve apostles, and the apostles did the same when they
chose collaborators to succeed them in their ministry. The Church recognizes herself to be bound by this
choice made by the Lord Himself. For this reason the ordination of women is not possible. We need to
understand that Christians believe God to be the essence of divine omnipotence. When He became Incarnate
as a human being, He did so at a precise and exact moment in human history, which has been planned from all
eternity. From the beginning, God had chosen that there would be a Jewish people, among whom His divine
Son would be born. Their own priestly traditions would form part of the background and culture which would
help them - and others - to see and know Him. Every detail about the Incarnation was known in the mind of
God. He was born into the fullness of time. I should have been born into the latter half of the twentieth
century, so as to have benefited from the We are Church movement in Germany, or the feminist workshop
sessions of America, or the Equal Opportunities legislation in Britain. He knew exactly what He was doing. It
is worth pointing out that, in choosing His apostles, Christ was not awarding them the priesthood as a reward
for good behavior: One - the rock on which the Church was to be founded - denied Him, another doubted His
Resurrection, and one even betrayed Him. Rather, just as bread and wine are the essential "matter" of the
Eucharist, so are men the "matter" of the priesthood. At every Catholic wedding you will hear the beautiful,
scriptural, and profound statement that the relationship of a bridegroom and his bride is like that of Christ and
His Church. Of course, we are mostly not listening. But the words nevertheless convey a profound truth.
Notice the order of things. Christ and His Church came first. They were an idea in the mind of God from the
very beginning. And we, as human beings, when we unite together and marry, are an image of the ultimate
Bridegroom and Bride.
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7: Singleness Redefined - Daughters of the Creator
He is, after all, the ultimate Bridegroom gathering together all those whose devotion is total and unwavering, unlike the
foolish virgins who allowed their lamps of ardour to burn out (Matthew ).

When we approach this illustration from a modern perspective, viewing it through the grid of Twentieth
Century American marriage and courtship customs, we miss much of the richness and depth of this picture.
When we compare what we discover to the calling out of the Church by the Lord Jesus, we find an amazing
parallel, in which virtually every aspect of the ancient Jewish tradition is fulfilled. Why is this important?
Apart from the general insight that such a study gives us into Scripture and into our relationship with the Lord,
we see that our God is a God who pays meticulous attention to detail, who fulfills according to what He has
established, who was willing to pay an inconceivably high price to secure a Bride for His Son, and who will
not fail to send His Son back to reclaim His Beloved. Ancient Jewish Customs and Parallel to the Church
Table Jewish marriages were generally arranged by the fathers of the bride and groom, typically at the
initiation of the father of the groom. So Shechem spoke to his father Hamor, saying "Get me this young girl
for a wife. Then Hamor the father of Shechem went out to Jacob to speak to him. So Isaac called Jacob and
blessed him and charged him, and said to him, "You shall not take a wife from the daughters of Canaan The
match would be made between the heads of familiesthe fathers, the father of the son taking the primary
initiative. So he came back and told his father and mother, "I saw a woman in Timnah, one of the daughters of
the Philistines; now therefore, get her for me as a wife. When they told Saul, the thing was agreeable to him.
Parallels To The Church: Then you will know the LORD. So long as they have the bridegroom with them,
they cannot fast. But the days will come when the bridegroom is taken away from them, and then they will fast
in that day. I do not seek My own will, but the will of Him who sent Me. The Holy Spirit now acts as the agent
of the Father to find the bride 1 Cor. God has sent forth the Spirit of His Son into our hearts We respond to His
petition and accept Him in love 1 Peter 1: Ask me ever so much bridal payment and gift, and I will give
according as you say to me; but give me the girl in marriage. The word used for "gift" is mattan. In contrast,
mattan, was the offering of a gift or gifts to the bride. The differences between the mohar and the mattan are
summarized in the quotation below. Perhaps most significant among them is that the mohar was an obligation
of the law, while the mattan was an expression of the heart, and that the mohar was paid to the father, while
the mattan was a gift to the bride. The former was given to the father, the latter to the bride; the former was
legal and compulsory, the latter social and voluntary; the former expressed the commercial side of marriage,
the latter the romantic. These are termed shiluhim, literally, "parting gifts" , 6 and carry the same idea as the
traditional dowry. These gifts were intended to help equip the bride for her new life. Although mohar is
translated as "dowry" in the three Old Testament passages where the word appears Genesis The mohar is
based on the Ancient Near Eastern principle of compensation: Here the principle of compensation finds its
earliest expression The gift does not necessarily involve the idea of equivalence except in a very general way.
It is simply an object of value presented in order to enhance the prestige of the giver, to express and confirm
the social bond between him and the recipient, and to put the latter under an obligation to him The gift
established a bond not merely by creating good will or a sense of obligation but by actually conveying
something of the life of the giver to the recipient From this point of view a gift serves to establish something
comparable to a blood-covenant between giver and recipient, and the bond is made complete when there is a
fair exchange and compensation. The mohar thus establishes the prestige of the husband and his family, gives
him authority over his wife, makes the contract binding on both parties, and creates and alliance between the
two families. Although not explicitly stated, it is believed that the Bible prescribed a minimum mohar of 50
shekels: For seduction, the law prescribes a fine equal in sum to the mohar of virgins Exodus Now, what was
that sum? The rabbis say rape and seduction are equal offenses, and if the Bible prescribes a fine of fifty
shekels for rape Deuteronomy In other words, the sum equal to the mohar of virgins is fifty shekels. Rape and
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seduction represent theft of virginity; mohar, the price of virginity. Our conclusion is, therefore, that the Bible
knew of a minimum mohar of fifty shekels. Genesis 29, where Jacob works seven years for Rachel Genesis
Mattan Significance and purpose of the mattan: No Biblical legislation is connected with this, for it was not
considered a legal obligation, though definitely recorded in the Bible. Genesis 24, where Eliezer gives "articles
of silver and articles of gold, and garments," to Rebekah. It did not affect the legality of a marriage, nor was a
definite standard prescribed as to amount or kind of mattan. The sons succeed their father; the daughters leave
him. In lieu of succession, therefore, the daughters on leaving receive their share of inheritance. This is
probably the conception of Shiluhim, sending the girl away from the parental estate, a settlement on her in lieu
of inheritance. One may seriously doubt, however, whether this particular conception of dowry is not
altogether post-Biblical, for in Biblical days the position of the Jewish woman was such that bribes and baits
were not offered to suitors but taken from them. The conception of dowry as an inducement to marriage is
post-Biblical, and the duty upon the father to give dowry in that interest is one imposed on him by late tannatic
legislation. Early Babylonian records call it Seriqtum; the later Babylonian writers denominate it by the term
Nudunu, a term that has gone over into the rabbinnic writings, where it is called Nedunya. Instances of dowry
are not uncommon in the Bible. Sarah has a slave, Hagar; Rachel and Leah have Bilha and Zilpa as their
slaves, given to them as part of the dowry. Caleb gives his daughter a field and springs of water as Berakah,
blessing, that is, a marriage gift with parental blessing, or rather, with parental care for her future comfort. The
mohar was required by the law: For what the Law could not do, weak as it was through the flesh, God did: For
you have been bought with a price We all realize that our Lord went to the cross for us and that this was
painful, humiliating and so insulting to the Son of God. But do we fully appreciate how much it cost Him?
After all, it could be argued that Jesus was a strong, young man, able to walk 75 miles from Galilee to
Jerusalem. No one would want to be crucified, but He suffered only six hours. People with cancer did slow,
lingering deaths; some of us are born with handicaps we must bear a lifetime. Did Jesus really pay that much?
To find the real value of something, we must ask the purchaser. To people who are very rich, a Cadillac or a
fur coat is a small expenditure. To the poor, those things are extremely expensive. Jesus himself commented
on how much He was paying in the following verses: And when He was at the place, He said unto them, Pray
that ye enter not into temptation. Saying, Father, if Thou are willing, remove this cup from Me: Many a
bridegroom probably returned to his father after learning the price for a particular bride and asked his advice
on whether he should pay it. And there appeared an angel unto Him from heaven, strengthening Him v. And
now we see the verse that expresses most plainly of all what the purchaser thought of the price: And being in
an agony He prayed more earnestly: Let not your heart be troubled, nor let it be fearful. For where two or three
have gathered in My name, there I am in their midst. If you ask Me anything in My name, I will do it. The
State binds and the State releases the bond. It not only sets the standards for marriage relations, but it also
effects the union itself. As it issues a decree of divorce, so it validates a marriage. Modern marriages,
therefore, have no need and practically no room for a marriage deed, or a written marriage contract. Ancient
law is more true to the conceptionvalid even in modern terminologythat marriage is a voluntary transaction
between two parties, a male and a female. Jewish law, for instance, does not recognize a decree of divorce of
any court without the act of divorcing carried out by the husband. It is the husband who divorces, not the
court. Equally, it is the husband who marries, not the court. Therefore, for many centuries, Jewish marriages
were negotiated by means of marriage deeds. The practice of writing a marriage deed still obtains among Jews
today, but its importance in the marriage has been lessened by the influence of the statutory marriage of
modern law, that is, the marriage whose foundation is social legislation or statue rather than contract. Still, the
Ketubah is with us today as a survival of an ancient institution, and submits itself readily to a historical and
analytical examination. There is no reference to a marriage contract in the Old Testament. But the apocryphal
Tobit 7: And if he will not do these three things for her, then she shall go out for nothing, without payment of
money. The God of heaven grant you a good journey in peace. He drew up the marriage contract, how he gave
his daughter as bride to Tobias according to the ordinance in the Law of Moses. Three complete marriage and
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four fragmentary contracts in Aramaic from the fifth century B. A collection of Aramaic papyri discovered at
Aswan and Elephantine, Egypt in , reveals interesting facts on the lives of these Jews. Among the papyri is the
first known text of a Jewish marriage contract from about B. An abbreviated translation of the test is given
herewith. I came to thy house that thou give me thy daughter Miphtahya to wife.
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8: The Sun Reveals the Son - The Glory of Christ
While God created sexual desire to awaken our longing for love, even marriage is not the ultimate fulfillment of that
desire. Marriage is the shadow, the foretaste, the metaphor of the true longing to be known, embraced, accepted, and
celebrated by our Creator.

But as I explained in Authentic Beauty: My true Prince is not Eric. My true Prince is Jesus Christ. Eric, with
all his amazing qualities, could never meet the deepest needs inside my heart the way my true Prince has. If
not for the tender love of my true Prince, my love story with Eric would not have even been possible. The
romance of my love story with Eric is only a faded glimmer of the spectacular beauty of the love story I share
with my Jesus Christ. In fact, my childhood longing to be loved and cherished by a tender knight that I could
follow to the ends of the earth was placed in my heart by Him. Jesus Christ alone can fulfill that desperate
longing. Jesus Christ was not merely a stand-in until Eric came along. Jesus was, and still is, my true Prince,
my ultimate Bridegroom, and my All in all. Yes, Eric does bring wonderful joy and fulfillment into my life.
But my love story with him could never compare to my love story with the King of all kings. Jesus Christ is
the One that ultimately satisfies the deepest needs and desires of my heart. Jesus Christ is the One I lean upon
for fulfillment, strength, and security. I have no guarantee that Eric will always be around â€” God may call
him home before me. And though he is an amazing husband, there will always be moments when he fails â€”
when he falls short of being the sensitive, devoted, picture-perfect prince of my childhood fairy tales. But
Jesus Christ is the same yesterday, today, and forever. He knows my heart better than even I do â€” because
He created me. He will never fail me. He will never disappoint me. And He will always be the most perfect
Prince my feminine heart could ever crave. Singleness is an incredible opportunity to be fully consecrated in
body and spirit to Jesus Christ alone â€” to be undistracted by any other romance and free to be consumed
with Him only see 1 Cor. This is not only an amazing opportunity for our single years, but it is the absolute
best way we could ever prepare for marriage. When Jesus Christ is our all in all, we will never place unhealthy
pressure upon our spouse to meet the needs only He can fill. And if our husband is ever taken from us, we will
not lose our confidence, hope, or security â€” because it is in Jesus Christ.
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9: The Bridegroom Wore Plaid (MacGregor Series): Grace Burrowes: www.enganchecubano.com: Books
Fulfillment by Amazon (FBA) is a service we offer sellers that lets them store their products in Amazon's fulfillment
centers, and we directly pack, ship, and provide customer service for these products.

So it is with Valentines Day. Valentine was a Christian pastor when Claudius was the Roman emperor.
Realizing that Roman men were unwilling to join the army because of their wives and families, Claudius
purportedly banned all marriages in Rome. Valentine defied this ban and continued to perform marriages for
secret. When his actions were discovered, Valentine was beaten to death and beheaded. Does Hallmark have
any cards depicting that? We live in an age when romantic love and fulfillment is the ultimate goal in life. Our
entertainment industry inundates us with stories and images of those star-crossed lovers who defy every norm
and custom just to be with the one they love, even if it means leaving the one they thought they loved. What is
the cure for our idolatrous relationships? In his book Counterfeit Gods, pastor and author Tim Keller writes
about this idolatry of relationships. We want to be rid of our faults, of our feeling of nothingness. We want to
be justified, to know our existence has not been in vain. We want redemption â€” nothing less. Needless to
say, human partners cannot give this. Both the stereotypically male and female idolatries regarding romantic
love are dead ends. The gods of moralistic religions favor the successful and the overachievers. They are the
ones who climb the moral ladder up to heaven. But the God of the Bible is the one who comes down into this
world to accomplish a salvation and give us a grace we could never attain ourselves. He loves the unwanted,
the weak, and unloved. He is not just a king and we are his subjects; he is not just a shepherd and we are the
sheep. He is a husband and we are his spouse. He is ravished with us â€” even those of us whom no one else
notices. And here is the power to overcome our idolatries. And know that I love you now. They need this in
order to save their marriage from the crushing weight of there divine expectations. If you marry someone
expecting them to be like a god, it is only inevitable that they will disappoint you.
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